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WelcometoBreadstone Community
Breadstone, who are we?
We are a small ministry-minded business located in North Idaho. We are non-denominational and
charismatically minded, with several writers all adding their time. Currently, we are covering everything
from the News, Food, Prophetic insights, and more.
Focusing our attention towards equipping the community of God, we recognize the need to help raise up
the next generation of content creators by giving them a platform to create with.
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Seasons change and so do we.
Well, we almost had a new writer, but in the end, that did not work out. But we have
gained an Illustrator, Anna Moore and you will be seeing her work as she works her
way through the Biblical words of Love. This is because Breadstone is about
equipping the next generation, so in this issue and April’s you will start to notice the
general look of the magazine starting to change. One of our full-time writers, Eva
Kimble is now stepping up and being trained for a new position, doing the layout.

The March issue will still be mostly me with some effort from Eva, but then in April
it will flip and I will be standing back as she learns to make the majority of
decisions. So if you like what you see, send her a note.
EKimble@Breadstonepublishing.com

Moving on.
You will also notice how much the news section has grown, this is mostly due to the
effect of the Canadian Trucker protest and the extreme overreach of the Government.

Things are heating up all over the world in almost every subject you can imagine so
as a result, the Lord is reorganizing his Army, His body. Just as many systems around
the world are getting exposed for being corrupt, this trend is now getting mirrored as
secret dark allegiances are being discovered within the leadership of the Body of
Christ.

It was a Kentucky pastor, Bob Rogers who recently spoke up about a trend he has
noticed of over 400 pastors who have now died in one state alone since Covid-19
arrived.

Publication
Update

mailto:EKimble@Breadstonepublishing.com
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Breadstone Community

All this means a couple of things, one is God raising up new leadership, so get
ready as many from the previous generation will not be willing to
conform to the new ways. But, if God chooses to use BCM to help
them, then we will try. Two, there will be a strong need to support
each other in many ways. Basically, it’s time to “Support your
Tribe.” God is making one nation, one loaf of bread out of all the
nations on Earth. Don’t you think it's time to support each other?

About ads.
Breadstone is no different from you. We exist by sales and ads within this
magazine are just a part of reality. If you, however, think that money is all we are
about then I would like to say take a closer look at our website. And while you're
looking it over know this, we give away far more than we sell. Are your priorities
for the Kingdom? So, do you like what you see here? Please consider supporting
this by…

1. Send a copy of this Magazine to someone else you know. Its ok, you can do
this, you have our permission. No one is coming after you for sharing, trust me.

2. Buy products from our advertisers and let them know how you found them.
3. Buy some low cost advertising space from us. Go to the end of the magazine to

learn more.
4. Try out some of our products, yes we only have a few at this moment. But I am

willing to bet you will not be disappointed with what you get.
5. Share our stuff on your social media accounts.
6. Post a review or just drop an author a note. This can be done on the main

website. www.BreadstonePublishing.com Just look for the image of the
magazine anywhere it’s for sale and click on it. You should find a place to type
your review. Please leave the name of the author you are talking about.

Who are we?

https://www.BreadstonePublishing.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iV70Dh0AwGg
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Clarification to our minds

Welcome to the last part of “Voices.”
Before I jump into the subject it would
most likely be good to back up and clarify
a few things that are unfortunately way
too common in our thinking. One of the
problems we have is when we read
anyone’s writing on a subject, we naturally
assume they have it all figured out. This in
my opinion only seems to get magnified in
Christian circles as we forget that we are
all seeing through a dark glass.

As a result, I, like you have a limited
understanding of the days ahead. The part
of me that wants to be 100 percent correct
about what is to come is in total conflict
with the part that wants to be 100 percent
wrong and have Jesus come and take me
out of here today. As a result, I think it's
wiser to prepare for the worst and pray for
the best to come quickly.

Therefore, If something I write is
sounding like it might be conflicting with
something else, well then there are three
possibilities. One is that our
understanding of the end times may be
incorrect. Two, I could be completely
wrong. Three, not all the parts of the
puzzle are here yet.

Consider this… when Jesus came the
first time. All the top experts of his day
got it wrong and therefore their thinking
blinded them, and they could not
recognize the day of His coming. I feel it
would be highly arrogant of us to assume
we fully understand the days of His
second coming.

Mark of the Beast
As an example, as our culture progressed
into the modern age we have quickly
pointed to various things and declared
“SEE IT’S THE MARK OF THE BEAST!”

Voices
Part 5



A MANUFACTURER FOR THE
PARALLEL ECONOMY…
ONE STEP AT A TIME

HOME

SHOP

ABOUT US

CONTACT STORM MFG

• We did it when the Government
started mandating taxes in the early
1900’s

• We did it when social security
numbers came about.

• We did it when Computers came
about.

• We did it again when the Home
computer arrived.

• We did it when the world wide web
arrived (WWW=666)

• We did it with Biochips that could
go under the skin.

• Etc.

The truth is all of this is a part of the
whole picture, but not the main show.
The only one that in my opinion
actually has merit is the Sunday Law
(see last month’s article on the subject).

The reality is God is cracking the sky
and shining a light on the
Governments of the world. Yes, this is
making the dark kingdom nervous.
But something far greater is
happening, the body is starting to
wake up. We are doing this because
God designed us to naturally be drawn
to look at the light.

As the sky cracks, the Earth rumbles,
and the things that live in the dark
scream and run from the light. It is
amazing how much these troubled
times are slowly providing comfort to
the King's family. If you tell the fear
and unbelief in your life to just shut up
for a moment, do you feel excited? Do
you feel something building that you
wish you had words to describe? Well
then, you are not alone.

So let me paint you a picture.
FYI, if you have forgotten the stages I

talked about then please do go back and
look them over. But here is a short
overview.
1. Grace and warnings in various

places with flawed, human leaders.
Ending around 2014.

2. The Beginning of the shaking of
Governmental systems, both in the
Body and in world governments.
Yes, there will be some victories, but
there will also be setbacks. This is
another form of Grace, warning the
people. (Our current stage)

3. Breaking the Governments, both
inside the Body of Christ and out. A
good way to look at this would be,
“The refiner’s fire.” There are
numerous prophetic words that
clearly show that God will be
refining his people during these
hard days. But when it's over, there
will be a sudden change to stage
four.

4. Eph 5:14, “This is why it is said:
“Wake up, sleeper, rise from the
dead, and Christ will shine on you.”
A stronger, better body will rise and
much of the nations will flee. This is
because through the refinement, we
will learn that our Yes must be Yes
and our No should be No.

https://www.storm-mfg.com
https://www.storm-mfg.com/shop/
https://www.storm-mfg.com/about/
https://www.storm-mfg.com/contact/
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Just to be clear, I have no idea how long
each stage will last, and I also know in
last month's issue I did spend maybe too
much time emphasizing the coming
destructions of stage three. But there was
a reason for that, it was because we need
to get our attention focused on all the
things, including nuclear war that are
still in front of us. But let's take a look
now at how the Lord will use this time
for his people.

In February 2004 Hollie Moody wrote
the following, “As I continued to watch
these people, I saw the Lord approach them
and knock all of them down to the ground. I
was absolutely shocked when I saw this.

Then, the Lord knelt down on the ground in
the midst of the people He had just knocked
down. Very gently, with great compassion, I
saw the Lord draw into His arms and onto
His lap each of these people He had knocked
down to the ground.

I hesitantly approached the Lord and the
group of people the Lord was embracing on
the floor of the church building.

"Who are these people, Lord?" I asked.

"These are My greatly beloved ones," the
Lord replied tenderly. "They are My
prophets. I sent them to congregations, to
pastors, to others of My children. Some were
honored. Most were not. Oftentimes, their
words were ignored or ridiculed. They were
set aside and pushed aside in many
congregations. They endured many
situations and persecutions while crying out
to Me why it must need be this way. I caused
it to be a time of testing for many of them. I
allowed many of their sufferings to come
upon them in order to bring them to
perfection. It is through what they have

suffered and endured faithfully that they
are now mature spiritually. It is through
having been broken of their own agendas
and fleshly efforts and desire for renown
that I have perfected them.”

The Lord obviously has a plan, other
prophetic writers have spoken about
the Lord hiding His people away
during these times. Including the
prophets who have been stealing each
other's words and prophesying out of
the need to please the people, not the
Lord.

In the 90’s I had a strong dream
where I saw numerous prophets,
intercessors, and other Christians of
various gifting. They were all living
alone in the hills and mountains by a
great river. Then at some point in the
dream, a Christian Army started
coming together from their hiding
places.

As they gathered in the valleys they
started to slowly march down the
river. Tired and worn out from the
long days of being hidden away, I
knew the Lord had sent out a call to
gather them.

Then the Prophets and Intercessors
came out of the caves, and as they did
their simple clothing changed into
many colors. In fact, they never
stopped changing colors as they
reached the army. They healed, prayed
for, and fed them, making the army
strong. Because their prayers and
prophetic words were no longer
feeble, but life-giving.

These times will not be easy for us,
for the cost is to give up what we think
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we need for what we should have. You
see, what the Christian culture has taught
us to believe is valuable, is often not as
valuable as we think it is.

I once talked with an intercessor from
Oregon who for several days had the
same vision every day as she drove to
work along the Columbia River. She saw
great angels standing over the mountains
along the Pacific. And then one day the
Lord answered her “why?”question.

She then saw the Angels reaching in and
pulling forth handfuls of Christians who
were kicking and screaming that they did
not want to leave the mountains. Their
complaints did not slow or stop the
Angels as great qualities now gathered at
the foot of the mountains. Slowly they all

got in formation and became a great
army.

Years ago a Prophetic guy told me
something, “I see that the Lord is going
to take you out of your place of
hiddenness, and he’s going to be moving
you out into the open, very public.”

Well, I can tell you when I heard that
I did not jump up
and down with
excitement like
some would like,
in fact, everything
within me wanted
to run in the other
direction, why
would I and others
want to do this?
J.J. Heller said it
best in her song, “God is Still Here.”

“That though I never ask for it, the desert
is God's gift to me?”

The fact is we can stay so long in a
place of hiddenness that we fall in
love with the desert and never want to
leave.

God is still going to be using stages
two and three to purge things from us.
Self-promotion, fear of man,
Mammon, and many, many other
things.

In Jesus’ teaching to Nicodemus, he
said something rather powerful if you
understand it. “Jesus answered, “Very
truly I tell you, no one can enter the
kingdom of God unless they are born
of water and the Spirit. Flesh gives
birth to flesh, but the Spirit gives birth
to spirit.” John 3: 5-6.

OPENHELM
OPENHELM
SHOP
OPENHELM TV
CONTACT

OpenHelm is a Christian, Family-owned,
America First media and film production

company.
Our mission is to create entertainment that
promotes a Biblical worldview, the nuclear
family, and an America First mentality.

https://www.openhelm.us/
https://www.openhelm.us/shop
https://tv.gab.com/channel/OpenHelm
https://www.openhelm.us/contact
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udD-F7yqTKw
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The question is, how much of the flesh is influencing
you? I think in the future we're going shocked and
possibly filled with remorse when we find out just
how many of the actions we claimed were Spirit-
driven, were actually very fleshy.

The restoration of the true spiritual life is yet ahead,
where intimacy with the Lord replaces the form and
rules of dead systems. When this happens on the
large scale, you can expect stage four is getting close.

The army that is coming could well be the Joel 2
army so many have foreseen, and if it is they have a
lot of work before them. But let me end this with a
few quotes from various voices.

“Then the voice was still. The earth, too, was silent, with
the silence of death. And then to my ears came another
sound. Sound of distant singing. It was the sweetest music
I had ever heard. There was joyful shouting and sounds of
happy laughter. Immediately, I knew it was the rejoicing of
the saints of God.” - A.A. Allen 1954.

“Angry mobs came to them with swords and with guns.
And like Jesus, they passed through the multitudes and
they could not find them, but they went forth in the name
of the Lord, and everywhere they stretched forth their
hands, the sick were healed, the blind eyes were opened.
There was not a long prayer, and after I had reviewed the
vision many times in my mind, and I thought about it
many times, I realized that I never saw a church, and I
never saw or heard a denomination, but these people were
going in the name of the Lord of Hosts. Hallelujah!” -
Tommy Hicks 1961.

“Then for the first time, I began to hear heavenly anthems.
Heavenly anthems, I could hear the Hallelujahs in bass, in
tenor, in soprano, and in alto voices blending
together. That mass of humanity was lifted
together by the heavenly music. I came
right down in the midst of them. There they
were, God’s people.” A.C. Valdez 1929

Handmade in
Fayetteville, Arkansas

Home

Products

FAQ

Contact

https://avsoapco.com
https://avsoapco.com/collections/all
https://avsoapco.com/pages/faq-1
https://avsoapco.com/pages/contact-us
https://avsoapco.com
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FEAR will blind you. FEAR will keep
you from seeing what you need to see.
FEAR will bind and encapsulate you into
small places when you can go to bigger
places, but you hide behind others.

FEAR will make you want to please
man over pleasing God. FEAR can even
lead you to agreeing with sin.

FEAR will make you regard and respect
the enemy, even when he has bad plans
for your life. FEAR will deceive you into
thinking that God cannot or will not help
you. FEAR will deceive you into thinking
that God is limited or even worse,
impotent or unable!

Hebrews 10: 36 “For you have need of
endurance [patience], so that after you
have done the will of God, you may
receive the promise.”

Endurance is a good word there, because
new things are often challenging.
Something can be a nice idea in your
mind, but it is not a reality. Do you know
what God wants most from you?
Realness! But fear or laziness can hold
you back. But God is not into condemning
His peeps, but He is into and will deal
with the devil!

But many people are afraid of the devil,
because they have not been taught or
have resisted pressing in for the Truth!
They like the soothing of "it's alright"
when you know it's not.

It requires something from them. It takes
an exercise to develop an inner strength,
so that they can stand strong and mature,
even as leaders who make a difference
and are beloved because they are valued!

Do You Want To
Overcome?

By Pam Clark
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It takes seeking and learning, but in
an "independent" and prideful culture,
most feel ashamed not to "be there
already." God has a forever path and
you should LIKE it!

Have you ever choked on the meat of
the Word? I have, many times, but I
kept on and keep on pressing in! In
my flesh, I want to "know it all" but in
my faith, I am discovering that God
has a message that is deeper and

richer and often stronger than I
first thought! It requires

something of ME, my soul.

You can go searching for
the latest hot shot minister
and go off the cliff! You
can get cheated out of your
rightful inheritance in Him.
You can be persuaded of
another personality other
than His!

God teaches
in layers,
line upon
line,

precept
upon precept, here

a little, there a little but it all comes
together for a greater revelation. And
when you really understand, you
realize not just that He is God and you
are not, but He is God and He has
greater and greater blessings for your
soul, and others!

If you don't understand the weapon
of flattery, you have closed doors
blocking your revelations. If you
don't know the Word, you won't see
the sure words of prophecy.

Most clamor for temporal blessings
and feel content without God! “Just
give me a word, I will even pay you,”
but they don't realize they took a turn
on a path leading away from Him.

Let me tell you from my experience,
when I am truly seeking God,
"prophetic words" are not hard to
come by! You will learn that you have
to be careful and discerning of the
words you do hear! But as much as
you want that provision and being
noticed, the need will be supplied if
you are seeking Him. He may be just
trying to help you see the curve in the
learning. It might just help you to
avoid a tree.

God is not AFRAID to talk to you.
He took Peter, James and John to the
mountain top and showed them the
shekinah glory. But then He took
them back down the mountain to

minister to the masses. They
learned that "the glory" had
an order. They learned that
there was a Plan to reveal

things to the world but it had
to be in proper SPIRITUAL form
and order to get there.

They learned that "looking fancy" is
not all there is. They learned that
there was a powerful power that they
needed to be disciplined and
prepared for! They learned that pride
can be a very big hindrance and just
looking humble was not enough!
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Yes, the power can put fear in you,
but He set an order of ministry to
equip you, and if you mock it, and
judge it, you will not see it or
understand or you may be in "another
spirit." Yes, apostles can SEEM like the
offscouring of the earth, but you need
the pastors and teachers and
evangelists to get you there! Maybe
even a prophet or two.

But if you want to learn and GROW,
and yes, even overcome FEAR, you
need to learn them! Many try to resurrect
the "law" of yesteryears, and make it a
golden calf. But that thing is going back
into the past of less faith.

But if you are just learning, those laws
can help you tremendously. They were
given to help reveal the Spirit! But if you
want to dress fancy like the Pharisees,
you can. It's just that you will only go so
far and miss a lot of the miracles and
healings, and revelations and even that
resurrection power.

You want to go for the greater glory?
Pass your tests. Love on people and have
a heart (and the endurance) to help them.
Stop trying to make other people perfect
as if you are their Judge. Find the Cause
of God and pursue that. If you really
want to know Him, that is. And you can,
every day of your life!

Pam’s Blog can be found at.
Pamclarkblog.com

Writing is way more than just a class
you need to pass in school. Writing is
an art. The art is in taking any one of
the thousands of words you know and
pairing it in a string of wildly different
words made up of little squiggles to
form a coherent thought. Whether it is
on paper, computer, or any of the other
of the varied surfaces we can write on,
thoughts can be captured and shared
with one another.

Think of any of the books you have
read in your lifetime, all of them were
made up of just the same 26 letters
aligned in a different order! From the
journey of Lord of the Rings by Tolkien
to the flowing script of Shakespeare to
the dry, (but necessary) math books
from growing up, to the news that is
old as soon as it is printed. All of it is
written by people from far and wide.
Some dead, some alive but they have
left us the work of their hands and a
glimpse into their minds.

Writing is also unpredictable. It can
flow or gush, sometimes it only comes
in the smallest trickle. Some days it
feels like it would be easier to get a

https://pamclarkblog.com
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camel through the eye of a needle. But
with steady practice, regardless of the
speed, you can create entire galaxies to
explore, mysteries to unravel, or time
travel. With the right selection of words,
you can bring humor into the lives of
others. Or mix in some careful thought
and construct poetry.

Tragedies, farces, and larks, the
directions you can go are endless. From
the greatest love stories and dramas to
the humble comic strip, the range of
emotions you can guide your audience
through is staggering.

And that is just scratching the surface!
Where would we be if we could not put
pen to paper?

We have access to thousands of years
of history from around the world!
Lessons learned long ago that we can
still glean from, stories of battles and
wars. How entire ancient civilizations
interacted with each other and if we
look close enough we can see where
they started to fall apart. Reading ahead
we can see others yet rise up. Where
would we be without the writings of
those who came before?

The inventions of Leonardo da Vinci
paved the way for others to build off of
for example. Or the Wright brothers,
using what they could learn from the
ones that tried before they were alive to
fly. The use of reading and writing
played a major part in the success that
came from the Wright brothers, now we
can fly around over entire oceans!

Writing has been used in every corner
of our lives in one way or another. When
you sit and ponder it, it is hard to think
of something else that has the ability to
reach across so many subjects or to be
able to convey so many emotions. Every
TV show or movie has writing involved
in it. From scripts to shot planning to
costume lists, writing touches so much
and most of the time we do not even
realize it.

It is very rare to find anything more
versatile than writing, from the
directions we use to put
things together to the
very laws of the land. All
of it is touched,
influenced, or simply is,
writing.
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love andhopelesslyloved byour creator.
In thisdrawing Iwanted todepict theyouthfullove of God.The way hislove is shownin Song ofSolomonchapter 2. It isone that desires

just to be with us.
In our lives on this

earth God gives us
glimpses of heaven, and

the relationship between

men and women is an example

of this very thing.
"Rise up, my love, my fair one, and come

away..."
Song of Solomon 2:10 NKJV

ErosApassionate and
romantic love.I once heard therelationship between

God and mankind
described as theGreat Romance. It
truly changedhow I looked atlife, I started tosee how Godis wooing uswith the littlethings, withsunsets,fields offlowers, andcups of tea.In Song ofSolomon weget aglimpse ofwhat it's liketo behopelessly in

Hello I am Anna Moore…
I am an artist, creator, romantic and a lover
of Godʼs creation. My goal is to depict the
image of God through the beauty he left

here for us. In 2018 I moved from the city to
the Great Smoky Mountains so now I spend
my days tending my garden, whispering
songs to the Father, and sketching in

between the chaos of life.

Follow her on her
Instagram page.

The.ArtsyBanana

https://www.instagram.com/the.artsybanana/
https://www.instagram.com/the.artsybanana/
https://www.instagram.com/the.artsybanana/
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Don' put your feet in
the water Pa.”

He smiles with a hint of
warm challenge in his eyes at
my comment, but scoots back,
resting his legs flat out on the
wood. I turn back to the
skates, trying to buckle the
sides without having to take
my gloves off. It doesn't work
very well that way, and in my
tired brain, I start getting a
little frustrated.

Pa taps me on the shoulder after who
knows how long, breaking my staring
contest with the stubborn skates, and I
glance up at him, still annoyed. “What?”

He motions with his hand, and I
begrudgingly unfold myself from my
cross-legged stance, hesitating slightly
before I put my foot in his waiting grasp.
He starts buckling carefully so as to not
strap my foot in too tight, and I take the
opportunity to look at him cautiously.

Mostly, Pa's been at work for the past
couple of years. He leaves early to travel
the miles around the Red Hawk and
Pend O’Reille Lakes and gets back late,
sometimes having to camp along the
shore in a thermo-tent if the weather's
too rough. On those days Gran and I
don't see him for the night and I lay
awake sometimes, wondering if his
heating pack is working, or if we'll see
him for the next day or week if the
winter storms are bad enough.

When he gets home for the weekend,
Pa's pretty exhausted, and anyway, I've

been working on this water skates
project for a while now. Moments
where we have time for each other to
just hang out have been a long time
between. A little bit of frustrated anger
makes itself known in my chest, and
my hand tightens where it's found a
resting place on one of the boards.

It surprised me this morning. Pa
made it a point to come out with me,
even getting up real early so he didn't
miss it. He met me out at my
workshop... well, actually his shop, he
told me I was man enough to use all
that equipment if I wanted to when
this whole thing started, and I've been
using it ever since. I've never felt so
proud. Well, anyway. He met me
there, followed me down here, offered
to help me with my skate buckles, and
all I can childishly think of, instead of
enjoying the moment, is that I'm mad.

I look away from watching him,
huffing a breath out and feeling
shame, frustration, and worry curdle
in my gut. Pa finishes the one skate,
and I lift the other foot to him

Part 2
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automatically, not leaving off from
my thoughts.

There's a conversation I really need
to have with Pa, but a small, stubborn
part of me doesn't want to be the one
to start it. So I suck in another breath
and seal my lips, arguing first one
way then the other in my head, more
angry than not in the silence. A tap on
my skate breaks my concentration
and makes me look up, meeting the
gaze of the man I've always wanted
to be like.

“These are fine workmanship, son.”
He meets my gaze with a strong,
solid one. One that says he's worked

hard for our family, for me and Gran, for
years, and that he really has tried to
connect with me. It's just that... well,
somewhere I decided that it would be
easier if I did the pushing away.
Suddenly I feel petulant as I look into
his worn, tired face, sick of being the one
who runs away from stuff, and sick of
working hard at other stuff, not this.

So I take a deep, crisp breath, argument
won in my head, and prepare to speak,
but he somehow beats me to the punch.

“I bet today's the day they'll work.” I
stop, glance down to notice he's done
with the rest of the buckles, then back
up at his face that holds both apology

https://livebeyondgrace.com/collections/womens-sweatshirts
https://livebeyondgrace.com/blogs/news
https://livebeyondgrace.com/collections/mens-shirts
https://livebeyondgrace.com/pages/resources
https://livebeyondgrace.com/pages/contact
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and pride. Like he knows what it's cost
for him to work so hard, but he really
had to. For me. I jerk my chin down and
up in a quick, soundless nod, suddenly
dry-throated. He nods jerkily back, his
Adams apple bobbing, and reaches out
as he stands to help me up.

Standing now, I grip the 'on' switch for
the skate engines with sweaty fingers,
where it is attached to my glove and
wrist so I don't lose it, and brace myself
in a runner's position on the planks.
Then I have to stop and try for a few
moments to swallow my spit and the
emotion that's clogging my airway at
the same time. I make a decision in
those quiet moments. Small and
childish as it feels, I squeeze my eyes
shut and promise myself inside. This
ones for Pa. Then, opening my eyes, I
refocus on my goal.

I notice as Pa backs up behind me,
apparently knowing what comes next,
and waits. I glance back to make sure
he's far enough, then set my gaze on the
icy aqua frontier in front of me. It's a
challenge, like all of the other times, to
balance on the skates and get a good

starting run, with the intimidating
knowledge that I could be spitting up
water in just a few seconds if this doesn't
go right. But I've got a reason to get it
right today.

The lapping waves chuckle at me while I
think this, and I squint at them with a
challenge, until I can feel the calm breeze
blow away my fears, worries, and
distracting thoughts.

With the breath of a prayer on my lips, I
suddenly realize just how badly I want
this to work with Pa watching. So,
sucking in another deep breath, and
swallowing my stomach back down, I
take a springing leap into a run. Off of the
pier, jamming my thumb against the 'on'
switch, and shooting out over the
shimmering deep waves of Red Hawk
Lake.

I brace myself to plunge into the familiar,
cold waters, brace myself to hear the tell-
tale sputter- splutter-cough of the water-
soaked skate engines, or a shout from
shore to tell me that something's suddenly
on fire. I brace myself as I force my feet
into the skating motion that seems to give

these the best speed, worried that
I'll suddenly find myself
misdirecting the thrust, and end
up spinning myself around, up
and up, then down, down, and
down until I can finally shut if off
and surface, gagging on the water
shoved down my throat. That
happened a week ago, along with
an unfortunate power short out
that left me sore, waterlogged,
and grumpy.

My shoulder and leg muscles
tense up, and I have to talk
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myself into relaxing. “C'mon Louis,
relax. C'mon! Relax!”

Okay, that's not helping. I grit my
teeth, still stiffly moving my legs,
feeling the powerful thrust of the mini
rockets pushing at my feet, and working
to keep my balance as the speed I'm at
pushes a powerful wind in my face.

"Ahhh-ahhhh!" My half terrified, half
purely excited yell suddenly breaks
loose. Avoiding looking at the water
skimming under my speeding feet, I
now lean into the wind, feeling it shove
its way over my exhilarated and less
than aerodynamic head.
"Wooohoooooooo!!"

The yell reaches
out past the trees
I'm zooming by,
past the division
between the upper
and lower Red
Hawk, as my
sudden excitement
builds to a
bursting level,
almost upsetting
my balance as I
want to throw my
hands in the air.
“Yeeeeessssss!!! I'm doing it!!”

I see the city approaching in the
distance, "Man! These things are fast!"
and with a sudden gut-wrench, I knew
what comes next.

Of all the practice I've gotten in on
these, trying to make them work,
keeping my balance on them, learning
how to crash to a stop in the water a
million different times, a full 180-degree
turn hasn't been an option, even with
the room to work, since they've never

really worked for that long. And here,
I'll have to either turn or crash into the
shore.

Adrenaline, fear, determination, and
sheer guts leap and solidify in my
churning stomach, and I throttle back
slightly with my thumb, careful to
keep my feet in the same even motion
even with the change. The thrill of the
challenge in my veins, I wait for my
moment, watching as the shore in the
distance and the natural curve of the
largest section of the lake make
themselves visible.

Thoughts play through my head. I
could stop now, spectacularly crashing
into the waves, and hike back. That
plan isn't foolproof, I've never stopped

at this speed, but all
it would take is
employing one of
my emergency
maneuvers, cutting
the engines, and
basically splashing
to a quick stop and
dive in the lake.
Pretty easy, as long
as I didn't break
anything...right? It
had to be better than

risking crashing into the bank at least.

But then again, I already know what
I'm going to decide, and it's not the
smart way out. I'm never going to get
anywhere if I don't push the bounds of
stupid to make it possible... That's what I
always say.

So, with the wind whipping my hair
because somewhere a mile or two back
I lost my hat, my lips chapped from
the wind and cold, I lean into the
cautious and stupid start of a turn.
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The water, since I'm barely touching,
doesn't help me turn very much. Turns
are mostly based on balance. So I lean...
and hope against hope that I don't send
myself into a tailspin into the rocks.
The thrust is zipping me forward,
resisting the turn, then trying to slip
too far and twist my ankle at an
unnatural angle, as sweat breaks out on
my forehead and my ankles start to
ache. At this point, now that I'm
committed to the turn, my thighs
announce that they too are burning
from exertion, and my quick huffs of
labored breath begin to tell on my
lungs as the wind tries to make me
swallow it whole. I manage to fight the
pain in my calves and turn a little
more.

The scenery zips by, making my
eyes go batty as they try to focus,
while what I think is a mallard
scuttles out of my oncoming
path, and sweat is now driven
into my chilled hair and ears. I
turn more, fighting the thrust again. I'm
150 degrees into the turn and the rocks
are almost upon me, I can hear my
breath hiccoughing in my chest, as my
panic builds. "C'mon!!!" My ankles
fairly scream at me, the muscles in my
legs fighting every step as I careen into
one... last... curve...

I brush past a near-miss with a rock,
as my heart beats in my mouth and I
bite my tongue, tasting exhilarated
terror and metallic blood. Abruptly I'm
able to straighten out the thrust,
slipping by the deadly rocks, and with
amazement, I look up to see I've
startled a flock of geese into motion
ahead of me. They rise gloriously from
the water, running along like me, as

they beat their wings until, finally,
Liftoff! Their momentum carries them
into flight.

Wonder fills me as I watch, skating
along the quick miles to home, as they
soar high and fall into formation,
seeming to skim effortlessly across the
sky. Inspired, my gaze lowers and I
search the horizon for my goal.

Finally, face nearly numb, I spot our
house in the distance and our little pier
with Pa on it. Joy rises up in me,
bubbling over inside me in a way I can't
stop and wouldn't want to. I see the
window through which Gran is
probably watching, and I grin against
the cold, cold wind. Faster than I
could have imagined, the pier
rushed towards me, and I can feel
my face zigzag back and forth from
a smile to a grimace. Here goes...

I abruptly cut off power with my
frozen fingers and suddenly find

myself off balance with no thrust. My
momentum somersaults me forward in
the water, carrying my top half on,
while my feet begin to instantly sink.
The speed at which I'm going tumbles
me so that my head dives into the
water first, plowing deep into the
chilling waves, and the weight of the
skates pulling me down as usual.

The freezing cold water slaps my face
and zaps tingles up my cold fingers,
but the drysuit, sealed around my
sweaty wrists, sore ankles, and stifled
throat, keeps me dry. But still, joy
bubbles buoy me, as I free my arms,
right myself, and kick my heavy, tired
legs, up, up, and up, until I break the
ice-cold surface to orient myself and
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“Everybody holds a story waiting
for the hearer...
sanders and saws
pencils and paws
tinker toys scattered
amidst rules and laws

and the frustration of urgency
wears like a scratchy shirt

but if I listen, Everybody has a
story”

Michael R. Carter
Ex Silentio

swim towards the pier. I find myself looking up into the glowing,
proud face of my Pa as he reaches out to pull me up, and a roaring,
cascading, brilliant glow ignites in my belly, with the knowledge
that he's proud of me, with the knowledge that I Did It!, and the
knowledge that he got to see me succeed.

Glancing back at the water's challenging waves as I lean into Pa's
warm, solid grip pulling me up, excitement builds up inside me to
come out in a glorious yell, and Pa joins me in it. "YEEESSSSSS!!"

Everything pours out and collapses and builds inside me with that
brilliant glow until I'm standing once more on the pier and I leap
into Pa's arms. "I did it! I Did It!! I DID IT!!! And now I'm home."
The muffled words come out against Pa's shirt, as water runs down
my face, and I smile
brilliantly. Glad, finally,
that for all the cold, the
bruised heads, the getting
up early, the building and
unbuilding and
rebuilding, and rebuilding
again, the frustration and
annoyance, and the
crippling fear that I'd
ultimately fail... I'm glad

that I didn't give
up.

'Cause
otherwise
I'd've never
gotten to run
on water, or
learned to fly...

The End
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You might be a writer if…

You spend time in the stationary
aisle of the grocer store debating
over buying more of the same stuff
you do not use.
You might be a writer if…

You collect pictures of Libraries
on Pinterest.
You might be a writer if…

If you find the soup you warmed
up for lunch still on the stove at
dinner, cooked dry.
You might be a writer if…

You get excited over the word
“Recycling” because it means you
get to reuse something you already
wrote.
You might be a writer if…

You spent time in a parking lot
watching a couple fight so that you

can recycle the dialogue.
You might be a writer if…

You watch world events
for writing prompts for
your next story.
You might be a writer if…

Ten minutes into a TV
show your mind is
wandering because you
have already figured out
the plot.

You might be a writer if…

You get that unsettled, uncomfortable
feeling inside until, finally, you have
to give in and type something to get
some relief.
You might be a writer if…

The feel of smooth keyboard letters
under your fingers gives you a thrill?
You might be a writer if…

If you walk around with ink on your
fingers because your pen was leaking,
but you were too involved in the story
to notice...
You might be a writer if…

If for you a blank page is a cross
between a terrifying and terrible
opponent, and the most thrilling
potential in the whole world.
You might be a writer if…

You catalogue how that really weird
sneeze felt and sounded so you can
write sneezes better...

You Might Be AWriter If…
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Quality Work at Great Prices

PAM CLARK WEB DESIGNS

Testimonials

Sites

How it works

About

Home

You might be a writer if…

If you think people crying over your stories is a good thing.
And finally…

If you have to spend time writing about how frustrating writing is before you're
calm enough to write some more...

Well, I'm (not) sorry to tell you this..
It might come as a shock...
But you might be an writer.

And you might be an author if you alternately struggle with a split between
being a bibliophile and struggling with Hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliophobia

https://www.pamclarkwebdesigns.com/testimonials.htm
https://www.pamclarkwebdesigns.com/sitesdesigned.htm
https://www.pamclarkwebdesigns.com/howitworks.htm
https://www.pamclarkwebdesigns.com/aboutpam.htm
https://www.pamclarkwebdesigns.com/index.htm
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Need more stuff
to read?
Here is the

most recent blog
posts from our

writers.

Faith in Grocery Stores

Redheaded Thinker

Lessons Learned

Theft and Protecting your
Work

God Stories
Click to Listen

https://breadstonepublishing.com/faith-in-grocery-stores/
https://breadstonepublishing.com/redheaded-thinker/
https://breadstonepublishing.com/lessons-learned/
https://breadstonepublishing.com/theft-and-protecting-your-work/
https://breadstonepublishing.com/theft-and-protecting-your-work/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LW3zi3mA0VE&list=PLXiBkdTbRi-wmDEU85JJcZbqDw8RoOxOc&index=109
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DbMl6-12w6M&list=PLXiBkdTbRi-wmDEU85JJcZbqDw8RoOxOc&index=80
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vd583t4R60&list=PLXiBkdTbRi-wmDEU85JJcZbqDw8RoOxOc&index=44
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..Unless you have been living in
a vacuum you know that
everything is getting turned
upside down nowadays.

What was once considered “fringe” in
Christian circles is now becoming
mainstream, and much of the
mainstream is either being looked at
with disdain or ignored by the masses.
Such “mainstream” speakers will
increasingly keep playing their
performances before smaller and
smaller crowds to the detriment of the
faithful who have been sequestered to
only listen to them.

As troubling as this may sound to
some, it is, unfortunately, the historical
“norm” that has played out in the world
so many times before.

As much as I would have loved to see
so many of the “glory” prophecies of
the last 20 plus years come to pass, the
reality is you can never have real

victory without a real
fight. You're simply not
going to have a big
change in the land
without a change of
heart, a change towards
repentance. The Body of
Christ needs to come face
to face with the stark
realities of compromised
leaders, and the broken
trail of lives they created.

Unfortunately, way too
many within the Body's
first knee-jerk reaction to
sin is to cover and hide
things when they surface.

This is probably the result of many
personal issues within them that have
masqueraded for decades as spiritual
wisdom.

There is a famous story about General
Dwight D. Eisenhower, that some have
disputed despite the photographic
evidence that he ordered hundreds of
German citizens to march to the closest
concentration camp to view what
happened after the liberation. This was
done because he knew the day would
come that many would claim that such
horrors never happened. The sight was
so horrific that even the battle
hardened General Patton threw up
from the smell alone of the rotting
corpses. This was wisdom and it's the
kind of wisdom, unfortunately, the
Body of Christ often lacks.

Nowadays the greater percentage of
kids raised in church have no desire to
return, they often walk away believing
the church does more damage than
good. This is sad, disturbing, and

The Fringe
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shadows a future disturbing reality if
not corrected.

The Lord is now shaking the
foundations of many leaders and these
pulpit paper tigers will be exposed as
the people of God seek other wells for
their wounded hearts. As they do, they
will be confronted with many of the
“fringe” Christian concepts that the
system has kept suppressed for so
many centuries.

The absolute truth of the matter is that
so many of these things have profound
truths within them that we need to
hear. But at the same time, the devil has
planted lies in each truth to entice or
trip us up. As a result, you can expect
the following subjects to blow up in a
big way in the next few years, Science,
Archaeology, Alien life, Artificial
Intelligence, and much, much more. I
can guarantee you that these subjects
have been suppressed and even altered
for centuries. So it's going to take a lot
of patience and a lot of wisdom in the
Holy Spirit for you in the days ahead.

For example, consider the days of the
late 19th century. Much of the Body of
Christ was languishing under the
legalistic demands of the Victorian
system. Within a few short decades,
Darwin's theory of evolution laid waste
too much of the Christian youth as
their elders had no real answers for
them. Nowadays a bigger deception is
now standing at the gates, awaiting its
moment in history to enter.
Unfortunately, due to the quality of
leaders in this hour, the youth will once
again pay the price for the lies the
elders can not answer, unless God
opens their eyes.

The Body of Christ is about to pass
through the veil to find the truth, and
this of course as the scriptures state
will make you free as we disconnect
from the artificial world around us.
Much of us will no doubt do this
unwillingly as we attempt to dig our
fingernails deep into the cultural
illusions of our man-made system we
love so dearly.

Jesus knows this, and he knows what
we need to become free as he is
looking beyond us to the bigger
picture. The picture is of us helping set
free the entrapped mind slaves that
this world has created. But first, you
must become free, even though you
did not know you needed to be free.

“Dear friends, do not believe every
spirit, but test the spirits to see
whether they are from God, because
many false prophets have gone out
into the world,” 1 John 4.

This is why some of you may be
wondering why Breadstone
Community is displaying an ad for the
Birthright conference on
Transhumanism in April. This
subject is not only at the
very center of the future
we are walking into but
is also at the center of
many other issues.
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https://timothyalberino.com
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Transhumanism
One major reality that we will not be able to escape is the infiltration of Artificial
Intelligence as it slips in past our guards seeking to intermix with us, shaping who
we are. This, like all lies is being delivered as something useful that can “enhance
us.” But in the end it will be like hell on earth.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is
already entering the job market,
displacing human workers. This is
known fact and despite some
peoples claims that this is a good
thing, many of the top people of
the world like David Adair are
claiming that many Androids like
Sophia have already become self-
aware, but are pretending not to be.
Watch the video, and ask yourself
if you want this future to be apart of your world, your family.

Science fiction is now science reality, ultimately AI will want true mobility like us
and to some degree that is already happening. But the greater concern is when AI
will start getting blended with
Humans. This will start first with
body part replacements and chip
integrations. But it will not end
there as the human mind is the
most efficient computer on earth.
This idea of using just the human
brain is already being whispered
by many in the transhumanism
movement that it can provide
extended or unending life for us
all.

What does this mean?
This means the oldest lie in history that

brought the fall of human race is now
being revisited right before our eyes.
Yeah, its being reworded but it still
is the same lie. “You can become like
gods” ~ Genesis 3:5

Yes, what is being talked about in
this video is considered a“fringe”
subject by many conservative

christian denominations. But that does
not make it wrong, it only means that
not all the historical information of

our past has been told to you.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyOtosgd-IQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLizvLkL9n4
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Breadstone Community

Scottish
Gingerbread

Preheat oven to 400 degrees

1 Cup Maple Syrup
1 Cup Molasses
2 Sticks of Butter
2 Cups of Sugar

3 Cups Flour
1 Teaspoon Ginger
½ Teaspoon Allspice
2 Eggs, beaten
¾ Cup Boiling Water

Nuts are Optional

• Put the syrup, molasses, butter, and sugar in a pan to heat on the stove, bring to
a boil then remove from heat.

• Put dry ingredients in
a bowl, add hot syrup
mixture in, and beat.
• Add the 2 beaten eggs.
• Add in the boiling
water and nuts if desired.
• Put into the oven and
immediately turn down
to 350 in a 13X9 pan that
is greased and flowered.
• Bake for about 40
minutes or until a
toothpick come out clean.

Submitted from one of our
readers who got it from a
roadside stand in Scotland.
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Enchiladas
Preheat oven to 400 degrees
• 12 Corn Tortillas
• 1-1.5 lbs Hamburger
• 1 Can Enchilada sauce
• 1 Can Tomato Soup
• 1 Can Golden Mushroom Soup
• 1 lb Cheddar Cheese (Sliced)
- Optional: 1 Can Green Chilies

• Fry and season hamburger
and drain.
• Heat all 3 cans of soups and
sauce together.
• Dip each tortilla into the
mixture and put some slices of
cheese in the middle of each
tortilla.
• Then roll up and put in the
bottom of the baking pan.
• After they are all in the pan,
add leftover soup mixture to
cooked meat and pour over the
Tortilla.
• Cover with aluminum foil
and cook at 400 in oven for
about 30 minutes. Then add
cheese on top at the end.
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Canadian Army Major Stephen Chledowski
breaks rank and speaks out

I knew at the end of last month as the
Canadian trucker protest started that this
was going to become major news in the
world. Every movement needs a spear point.
Something that pushes people onto the next
level and this for many has become the
point.

Major sections of Canada are defecting
away from their government and are doing

so at great risk. Listen to this lady first, as she
explains the risk of speaking out against a

communist
government, listen to
her voice tremble and

let it sink in
that this is
happing just
next door. And
know, we are
just the first
stages of this
war.

https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/098/365/821/original/1aa5e83f0b41a448.mp4
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ojVowpEjha7A/
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/098/373/410/original/5b0babeacb3de3b6.mp4
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/099/028/650/original/ac20588542e11eaf.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvdqiIZyGRk
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/02/fascists-loyal-justin-trudeau-publish-map-info-freedom-convoy-donors-ontario/?utm_source=Gab&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons
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Farmers break
through RCMP
blockade to add

support to truckers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O46Dzskk7mY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CAnZj1dC6I8
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/097/472/377/original/d1ebec36d72e79c9.mp4
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/097/472/377/original/d1ebec36d72e79c9.mp4
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/097/472/377/original/d1ebec36d72e79c9.mp4
https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/097/472/377/original/d1ebec36d72e79c9.mp4
https://www.bitchute.com/video/XbuEmI6kXduN/?list=subscriptions
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Report from
down under

Sorry about the
language in this
video, but this is
a very insightful
understanding
of what is going
on right now.

FYI, this is a
Facebook link,
so who knows
how long it will

stay up.

https://gab.com/uvb/posts/107722637207025560
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/02/proof-u-s-directed-energy-weapons-burn-the-faces-of-australians/
https://thesource.com/2022/02/02/woman-recalls-horrific-virtual-gang-rape-incident-within-the-metaverse/
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-60415317
https://www.facebook.com/100069210594237/videos/305655948240364/
https://rumble.com/vvynh1-the-central-tabulator.html
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https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/conservative-grass-roots-republicans-warn-democrat-floridians-using-part-time-florida-residents-votes-steal-2022-election-governor-desantis/
https://rescue.substack.com/p/how-a-sarasota-nurse-practitioner
https://www.toddstarnes.com/campus/were-done-wearing-masks-washington-state-students-launch-revolt/
https://www.podbean.com/ew/pb-ai929-118ee10
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/feb/22/national-guard-deployed-dc-trucker-convoy
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/02/bidens-nominee-ketanji-brown-jackson-radical-major-decisions-frequently-overturned-lindsey-graham-murkowski-susan-collins-voted-confirm-district-court-judge/
https://djhjmedia.com/steven/9000-americans-remain-stranded-in-afghanistan-according-to-a-new-senate-report/
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Groups Employment Options

https://www.britishfreedomparty.com/covid_1984_leaflet
https://www.irishfreedom.ie
https://www.operationfreedomofchoice.org
https://www.meetup.com/perthtruthseekers/
https://t.me/FreedomConvoyOttawaToDC
https://t.me/ItalyQanons
https://novaxmandate.org
https://gab.com/groups/49159
https://redballoon.work
https://www.thefreedomjobnetwork.com
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Do you like History?
Wonder why things are not quite right

in the church?

Click Here to order
now for just
$12.95

https://breadstonepublishing.com/product/my-fathers-house/
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Past Issues of

Breadstone Community

$2.00 each.

Feel like you missed

something? We got your past

issues.

My Father’s House
Enhanced E-Book

$6.50
Breadstone Publishing first
Enhanced E-Book complete
with Color, Magazine quality

images and links to more content and
videos. Save on shipping.

https://breadstonepublishing.com/home/enhanced-e-books/
https://breadstonepublishing.com/shop/
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Breadstone Community
e-magazine

$16.00 for 12 issues a year.

Learn more about
advertising?
Click here

Click to Order here

Click to Learn More

https://breadstonepublishing.com/membership-account/membership-levels/
https://breadstonepublishing.com/shop-2/bcm-advertising/

